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The decay of an atom in the presence of a static perturbation is investigated. The perturbation
couples a decaying state with a nondecaying state. A "hole" appears in the emission line at a
frequency equal to the frequency difference between the nondecaying state and the ground state. The
effect is explained by analyzing the phase relationships of the radiation emitted by the two coupled
states.

We have investigated the spontaneous emission
of radiation from an atom in the presence of a stat-
ic perturbation. The atom is considered to have
one ground state and two excited states, one of
which is nondecaying. The static perturbation
couples the two excited states. Initially the atom
is in the decaying state. The energy separation be-
tween the excited states is 6 and the matrix ele-
ment of the static perturbation is V. The intensity
of the emitted radiation is plotted in Fig. 1 as a
function of the frequency for different values of V.
The frequency is measured in units of y, the de-
cay rate of the unperturbed decaying state, with the
origin of the E axis at the frequency difference be-
tween the decaying state and the ground state. The
energy separation of the two excited states 6 is
0. 5 ey.

For V= 0 the emission line is Lorentzian, but for
V0 a "hole" appears at the frequency equal to the
frequency difference between the excited nondecay-
ing state and the ground state. The position of the
"hole" is independent of the static perturbation,
and thus can be used to identify the nondecaying
state. This effect is similar to the one discovered
by Lamb' and subsequently used by McKibben,
Lawrence, and Ohlsen as a nuclear-spin filter.
In Lamb's case the states are coupled by a rf field
and a motional electric field. Lamb has calculated
the decay constants of coupled 2 P»»», 2 S&&2 &&~,
and 2 S«z&&2 states in hydrogen. At a rf equal to
the frequency difference between the 2 S«g «g and
2 S«z «z states, the rf-induced decay rate is
zero. In our calculation this frequency corre-
sponds to the "hole" frequency.

An analysis of the resonance scattering of radia-
tion in the presence of a static perturbation also
shows "holes" in the emission spectrum when a de-
caying state is coupled to a nondecaying state. In

order to be able to observe the "hole" in the fre-
quency spectrum of the emitted radiation, the effect
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FIG. 1. Frequency distributions of emitted radiation
from two coupled excited states. The frequency K is in
units of p, the natural linewidth of the unperturbed de-
caying state. The origin of the K axis is at the energy
difference between the decaying state and the ground
state. The static perturbation V is in units of I&.
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of Doppler broadening has to be reduced to a mini-
mum. This can be done by using saturation spec-
troscopy techniques or by detecting the light in a
beam-foil experiment at right angles to the beam
direction.

The appearance of the "hole" in the emission line
can be more easily analyzed by assuming that the
two excited states I a) and I b& are degenerate
(A=-0). The state la) is coupled to a ground state
I e& by the radiation field and state I b) does not
decay. In the presence of the static perturbation
only, the perturbed eigenstates of states I a) and
Ib) are

I» =(I/&2 )( la&+ Ib&)

I » = (I/q2) (I.& —
I
b&).

The radiation field now couples both states 11& and

12) to the ground state I e&. In the interaction rep-
resentation the state vector of the system at any
time t is given by

I y«) &
= b.«) I

»+ b.(t)
I
»+ ~ b. «) If&,

where

The summation over f is over frequency, direction,
and polarization of the emitted radiation. The state

I k~& represents a photon with wave vector k~ and
polarization X. The time-dependent coefficients in
Eq. (2) satisfy the following differential equations:

(E -Ei)Gg= Z Hg/G/+1/v2,f
(E —Ea) Ga

—Q Hp/ G/+ I/v 2,
f

(E E/ ) Gf H/g G1 + H/t Ga

These equations are solved by first eliminating the
Fourier coefficients of the final states Gf and by
defining

Q H//H/, f(E —E/)= —«iny (j, l=1, 2),
f

where

--'tny=(e/~e)'~&a
I

p ~ lf) &fl p A la& V(z-E/)

The following representation of the zeta function is
used:

1g(z-z, )= ol -iwb(z-z, ),IE -E/
where is the principal-value operator. The real
part of y is the decay constant of state la). It is
practically independent of E. The imaginary part
of y produces an energy shift of the atomic levels.
If a representation is used where E& and E& include
the self-energies, then the imaginary part of y
vanishes. In the following calculation it is assumed
that the energies are renormalized.

The solutions of Eq. (5) are

' ~2((z z, +-,'iny)-(E —
E, -+i«yn) +I'6n'y')'

z nba(t) = 2 &g/ b/ (t) e" i /" /" +i nAi 6(t),
f

tnbg(t)= Z H@/b/(t)e'' & / / +inA25(t),
f

i nb, (t) = H„b, (t) e*"/ '~" '" +H„b,(t) e' "/ '&'"".

The coefficients A& and A~ are the initial amplitudes
of the states 11) and 12), respectively. For the
atom to be in state I a) at t = 0 requires
A(=A2= I/W2. In Eq. (3), E~ and E2 are the ener, -
gies of the eigenstates 11) and 12), respectively,
and Ef=E,+kck&. The matrix elements of the in-
teraction of the atom with the radiation field are

W2( (E —Eg+ —' ihy) (E —E2+ 'iny) + T//h y )—

[H/i(z E.)+H„(E—E,)1&(z E-,)—' ~p((E-E, +-,'iny) (E E,+-', in-y)+ f(ln'y')' '

(6}
The real parts of the poles of Gf are the energies
of the perturbed system and the imaginary parts
are the decay constants. The poles are at

I

,'(z, +z,)+ ,'(4U'-- ',n'y'}'"---,'iny-,

H„= '
&&lp Xlf&

The differential equations can be solved by Fourier-
transforming the expansion coefficients '

where U = i&a I U I b& I

For U &,~n~y~, the square root in Eq. (7) con.-.

tributes to the energies of the perturbed states,
whereas for U & ~~h y the square root affects the
decay of the system.

The amplitude of the final states is now obtained
by contour integration:

1
(t) I dz G i(B~ z)i/tl-

27rz
«00

(4) / Es —~2(zx+E2)
b/(t) = (42)H/(I, (E E~) (E E ~)

This leads to a set of linear equations for the Fou-
rier coefficients:

Ei 2 (El + E2) i (8/ Eg) i/((-
(E& E )(Ez Ea)
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FIG. 2. Frequency distribution of emitted radiation
from two coupled excited states. The unperturbed states
are degenerate. The frequency X is in units of p, the
natural linewidth of the unperturbed decaying state. The
origin of the X axis is at the energy difference between
the unperturbed excited states and the ground state. The
static perturbation is in units of Sy.

I 1 /4@l+@~ ) I|Eg Eg)i/II)
(E' E )(E' E')

which vanishes only for t=0 and for t-~.
This probability is plotted in Fig. 3 for V =0.25y

and for V= hy. It is the probability that a photon
has been emitted at time t. This interpretation,
however, causes difficulties when trying to explain
the decreasing probability at certain times. It is
particularly apparent for V=0. 2', where the
probability continually decreases for t greater than
4. 62y '. This would lead to negative currents. If,
however, it is assumed that the atom emits radia-
tion continuously, then the probability becomes the
detector response at the "hole" frequency of a pulse
of duration t. The longer the pulse, the less the
detector responds at this frequency.

One can obtain the amplitude of emitted radia-
tion at E = 0 by separating the contributions from
states 11) and 12). They are, respectively,

Hqt V V+ R —4i

(g2)ly R'+ —,', 2R(R ——,'i)

-i&rt-rt /4 4~ gRt-tt /4

and as t- ~ it reduces to

E, --,'(E, +E,)
5/( ) —(V 2) Hff (E El) (E Et) ~

K
(Z R+ ,'t) (SC—+R+—,'t)—

where

K= [8'eh~ —2(Et+Ep)+E, t/trtyy

R=(1/2ay)(4V' ,'n' -)y'"—.

This probability is plotted in Fig. 2 as a function
of the frequency of the emitted photon. A "hole"
appears at a frequency equal to the frequency dif
ference of the nondecaying excited state and the
ground state.

The appearance of the "hole" can be investigated
in more detail by considering the time dependence
of the amplitude at the "hole" fre4luency (K=O).
This amplitude is given by

(t) /2
(

HRyt tRyt
)

yt/4H

(g2) kyR

For ) V I &4hy the probability can be written as

Thus the probability of emission of a photon of wave
vector k„and polarization X is

p 2I Hgg l
~

8 y

-~~t-.t]4
(g2)Ity R'+, 2R(R ——,'t) '

1 ~" + 44 iRyt yt/4 -(15)
2R(R+ —,'t)

For I Vl& 48y the two contributions reduce to

b/t(t) =
-(~2) R,Rt„&, [ RV+RV co-s(Ryt) e "'/

2 SyB(B + pej

-i(R'+ I'-, +-,'i V) sin(Ryt) e "'"
] (16)

Hg j
b/~(t) = —,'», —

(R V RV cos(Ryt)—e

V=0.2

Ib/(t)I = 2 2'3 sin (Ryt)e "', (l2)8 yR
which is zero for t = yttt/yR (tt = 0, 1, 2, . . . ) and for

For I V ) & ~Sy the probability of photon
emission at E = 0 is

2le I'
Ib/(t)I =

@~ R~R~~»nh'(IRlyt)e"'" (13)a ylal
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FIG. 3. Probabilities of photon emission as a function
of time. The frequency corresponds to the energy differ-
ence between the unperturbed degenerate excited states
and the ground state. The time is measured in units of

and the static perturbation in units of Ay, where p"
is the lifetime of the unperturbed decaying state.
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8,(t)=(n+m+1)m, 8,(t)=(n —m)~.
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FIG. 4. Phase difference

fthm
between the oscillators

1 and 2 as a function of time at K= 0 and V=1. The time
is measured in units of g~, and the static perturbation
V in units of Sy.
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-t(R'+ —,'e--,'tV)sin(Ryt)e""]. (1V)

If one writes these amplitudes as

brt(t) = ne'", br2(t) = Pe'",
one finds that ct = P and

cos8) = —cos8p slngg = sin8p .
The phase relationships can be written as

(19)

8&(t)+8e(t)=(2n+1)w (n=0, 1, 2, . . . ) . (20)

The condition that the contributions to b&(t) are
out of phase gives

8q(t) —82(t) = (2m+ 1)v (m = 0, 1, 2, . . . ),
which together with the general phase relationship
yields

This implies that if for a given time 8& is an odd
multiple of m, then 8z is an even multiple of n and
the two contributions are out of phase and thus the
total an1plitude is zero. The two radiators I and 2
interfere destructively at %= 0, at times t= ltt/yR
(l= 1, 2, . . . ), and as t-~ .

The phase difference P = 8t —8e can be evaluated
for arbitrary times in the following way.

From Eqs. (18) and (19) the sum of the ampli-
tudes br&(t) and bi, (t) yields

(21)br(t) = br&(t) + bre(t) = 2i ~ sin(8, ),
and by comparing Eq. (21) with Eq. (11) one gets

8&=sin —
2@ R

sin Ryt e "'
2 KyRn

(22)

The phase difference p can now be written in terms
of the angle 8& by using the relation between 8& and

8e from Eq. (20). The result is

0 = isis
(

—
S

sis(RSt)s "'
)+ s .

2 KyRn

Figure 4 shows this phase difference as a function
of time. At t= 0 the two oscillators are in phase;
at t= 3.245y they are out of phase, and as time
increases, the deviation from out of phase becomes
less and less.

It is interesting to note that the "hole" disappears
if the atom is in the nondecaying excited state at
t=0. For I Vl&-,'Sy and b, =0, the emission line has
two peaks which are separated by 2I Vl. For

I Vl & -,'Sy and 4 = 0, one sharp peak at K= 0 appears
and the width of this line decreases as the external
static perturbation decreases.
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